Early Learning Classes (Toddlers and Preschool)

Monday

**Bend and Stretch**  
*With certified youth fitness coach and teacher Bobbie Cubbage*  
Fitness can be fun! Come and learn some easy moves for kids and parents, while having a blast and gaining life-long healthy habits.  
AGES 2-4  
6 MONDAYS, NOVEMBER 2-DECEMBER 14 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 30)  
10:30-11:30 AM  
PRICE: $84 (MEMBERS: $67)

**Holiday Crafts**  
*With certified teacher Sandy Galie*  
Come and get crafty with your little ones. We will make crafts celebrating the seasons: Fall, Thanksgiving and Christmas around the world. Of course, there is always time for a good holiday story.  
AGES 2-4  
5 MONDAYS, NOVEMBER 2-DECEMBER 14 (NO CLASSES NOVEMBER 30 OR DECEMBER 7)  
9:45-10:30 AM  
PRICE: $70 (MEMBERS: $56)

**Cello Class**  
*With Center for Young Musicians expert faculty*  
Join in this weekly group instruction in cello and cultivate a lifelong love of music. Have fun and learn to begin to read music and, ultimately, synthesize aural, oral and written skills to develop comprehension of musical elements. Bring your own instrument or rent one through CYM (or any other reputable instrument rental store).  
AGES 4-13  
6 MONDAYS, NOVEMBER 2-DECEMBER 14 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 30)  
5:00-5:45 PM  
PRICE: $149 (MEMBERS: $133)

**Keyboard Class**  
*With Center for Young Musicians expert faculty*  
Join in this weekly group instruction in keyboard and cultivate a lifelong love of music. Have fun and learn to begin to read music and, ultimately, synthesize aural, oral and written skills to develop comprehension of musical elements. Bring your own instrument or rent one through CYM (or any other reputable instrument rental store). **Bussing from all FCASD Elementary Schools and Dorseyville Middle School is available for this class. Parents and caregivers provide the ride home.**  
AGES 4-13  
6 MONDAYS, NOVEMBER 2-DECEMBER 14 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 30)  
4:00-4:45 PM
Tuesday

Play and Learn  
*With certified teacher Sandy Galie*

Play and Learn with toys, mats, instruments, children’s literature, crafts, painting with different mediums (marbles, feathers, Q-tips, string) and songs all geared to early learning skills.

**AGES 2-4**  
6 TUESDAYS, NOVEMBER 3-DECEMBER 15 (NO CLASS DECEMBER 8)  
9:45-10:30 AM  
PRICE: $84 (MEMBERS: $67)

American Legends  
*With Center for Young Musicians expert faculty*

Use American music to explore harmony and melody as an introduction to musical foundations and concepts. In this class you will be exposed to a variety of instruments and musical styles. No prior musical experience is necessary, all levels welcome!

**AGES 4-13**  
6 TUESDAYS, NOVEMBER 3-DECEMBER 15 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 24)  
5:00-5:45 PM  
PRICE: $149 (MEMBERS: $133)

Guitar Class  
*With Center for Young Musicians expert faculty*

Join in this weekly group instruction in guitar and cultivate a lifelong love of music. Have fun and learn to begin to read music and, ultimately, synthesize aural, oral and written skills to develop comprehension of musical elements. Bring your own instrument or rent one through CYM (or any other reputable instrument rental store). **Bussing from all FCASD Elementary Schools and Dorseyville Middle School is available for this class. Parents and caregivers provide the ride home.**

**AGES 4-13**  
6 TUESDAYS, NOVEMBER 3-DECEMBER 15 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 24)  
4:00-4:45 PM  
PRICE: $166 (MEMBERS: $133)

Wednesday

Make a Mess  
*With certified teacher Sandy Galie*

Wear old clothes and plan to get messy. Use paints, markers, glue and recyclable items to make fun, fabulous art projects. Get creative and explore colors, textures, shapes and more!

**AGES 2-4**  
6 WEDNESDAYS, NOVEMBER 4-DECEMBER 16 (NO CLASS DECEMBER 9)  
9:45-10:30 AM
Thursday

**Baby Play**  
*With Samantha Booth*
Meet other area mothers in this nurturing group setting, share a sense of discovery with your child, and help your infant form relationships with his/her peers in a stimulating environment geared specifically for this exciting time of development. This class is for both the child and their parent/caregiver.

INFANT UP TO 12 MONTHS  
6 THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER 5-DECEMBER 12 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 26)  
11:00-11:45 AM  
PRICE: $84 (MEMBERS: $67)

**Silly Science**  
*With certified teacher Sandy Galie*
Enhance your child’s curiosity while completing silly crafts and experiments for kids. And don’t worry when we get messy – that’s what science is all about!

AGES 2-4  
6 THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER 5-DECEMBER 12 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 26)  
PRICE: $84 (MEMBERS: $67)

**Time for Toddlers**  
*With Samantha Booth*
Stimulate all areas of your toddler’s development through engaging learning stations, large motor activities and sensory-rich games suited to varied interests and learning styles. Offer your child countless opportunities to learn through play! This class is for both the child and their parent/caregiver.

AGES 1-2  
6 THURSDAYS, NOVEMBER 5-DECEMBER 12 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 26)  
PRICE: $84 (MEMBERS: $67)

Friday

**Violin Class**  
*With Center for Young Musicians expert faculty*
Join in this weekly group instruction in violin and cultivate a lifelong love of music. Have fun and learn to begin to read music and, ultimately, synthesize aural, oral and written skills to develop comprehension of musical elements. Bring your own instrument or rent one through CYM (or any other reputable instrument rental store). **Bussing from all FCASD Elementary Schools and Dorseyville Middle School is available for this class. Parents and caregivers provide the ride home.**

AGES 4-13  
6 FRIDAYS, NOVEMBER 6-DECEMBER 19 (NO CLASS NOVEMBER 28)  
4:00-4:45 PM  
PRICE: $166 (MEMBERS: $133)